The DNA polymerase genes of several HMU-bacteriophages have similar group I introns with highly divergent open reading frames
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ABSTRACT
A previous report described the discovery of a group I, self-splicing intron in the DNA polymerase gene of the Bacillus subtilis bacteriophage SPO1 (1). In this study, the DNA polymerase genes of three close relatives of SPO1: SP82, 2C and φe, were also found to be interrupted by an intron. All of these introns have group I secondary structures that are extremely similar to one another in primary sequence. Each is interrupted by an open reading frame (ORF) that, unlike the intron core or exon sequences, are highly diverged. Unlike the relatives of Escherichia coli bacteriophage T4, most of which do not have introns (2), this intron seems to be common among the relatives of SPO1.

INTRODUCTION
Group I introns interrupt the genes of a diverse range of organisms: eukaryotic organelles, prokaryotic nuclei, gram-negative and gram-positive bacteriophage and eubacteria (3). Regardless of their location all group I introns share secondary structure elements and conserved sequences that constitute the core structure required for splicing (4,5). This secondary structure is important for the proper folding of the intron into its catalytic form and is even sufficient for many group I introns to self-splice in the absence of protein cofactors (6).

Although this common structure is critical for splicing, group I introns can be of variable length due to the presence of additional non-conserved sequences that are not required for folding. In fact, group I introns are often interrupted by entire open reading frames (ORFs), some of which encode maturases required for splicing or site-specific DNA endonucleases that initiate intron homing (3). The ORFs sometimes evolve independently of the introns they inhabit, the most striking case being the intron in the ND1 gene of Neurospora mitochondria, where two independently isolated strains have unrelated ORFs inserted into different intron locations (7).

Splicing of group I introns occurs via two sequential transesterification reactions. The first is initiated by the 3' hydroxyl group of a guanosine cofactor that attacks the 5' splice site (s.s.). This initial reaction results in the release of exon I and covalent attachment of the non-coded guanosine to the 5' end of the intron. In the second transesterification reaction the 3' s.s. is attacked by the 3' hydroxyl of exon I, yielding ligated exons and a free intron (6). Because group I introns retain the non-coded guanosine at their 5' ends they will be end-labeled if the splicing reaction is initiated by a radiolabeled guanosine cofactor. As many group I introns can self-splice in vitro, introns can be identified in deproteinized extracts by end-labeling with [32P]-GTP (8).

GTP-labeling has led to the discovery of several self-splicing introns including two of the three introns in the Escherichia coli bacteriophage T4 (9,10), and one intron in the Bacillus subtilis bacteriophage SPO1 (1). Interestingly, these bacteriophage introns all interrupt genes involved in DNA synthesis. The T4 introns are found within nrdB (9,11) and sunY/nrdD (10,12), both of which encode ribonucleotide reductases, and in td, encoding thymidylate synthase (13) (all of which are required for the synthesis of DNA precursors), while the SPO1 intron interrupts its gene for DNA polymerase. The consistent presence of bacteriophage group I introns within DNA synthesis genes has prompted speculation that these introns might be part of a regulatory mechanism controlling this pathway (1).

Many independently isolated members of the T-even family of bacteriophage (of which T4 is a member) have been screened for the presence of the td, nrdB and sunY introns. Of the twenty-one isolates for which complete data are available, only T4 harbors all three introns and most do not have any (2). It was, therefore, fortunate that T4 (rather than one of its intron-less relatives) was chosen as the archetype and was consequently the subject of intron searches.

SPO1 is also a member of a closely related family of bacteriophages—based on the presence of 5-hydroxymethyluracil (H MU) rather than thymine in their DNA, genetic and restriction maps, DNA/DNA cross hybridization, antigenic cross-specificity, genetic complementation and capsid morphology (14). Considering the possibility that, like the T-even phage, HMU-
phage might harbor several optional introns, only one of which had been identified in SPO1, we screened the independently isolated HMU-phage SP82, 2C, ϕe and SP8 (15–18) for self-splicing group I introns by GTP-labeling their RNA.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Strains**

*B. subtilis* 168 was used for maintenance of SP82G (subsequently referred to as SP82), SPO1 and 2C. ϕe was propagated on *B. subtilis* 3610, both of which were provided by A.L. Sonenshein. SP8 and its host *B. subtilis* strain Marburg (ATCC 15563) were obtained from the Félix d’Hérelle Reference Center maintained by H.W. Ackermann.

**RNA isolation**

*B. subtilis* cells were grown in modified M9S (1) to an OD 540 of 0.3 to 0.4 (approximately 1 × 10⁸ cells per ml) and infected at a multiplicity of approximately ten. Samples of cells were placed into pre-chilled tubes, harvested and washed twice with 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5) and 100 μg/ml chloramphenicol. After pelleting, cells were lysed and RNA was extracted by a lysozyme freeze–thaw method (9).

**GTP labeling**

Deproteinized RNA was incubated with 0.66 μM [α-32P]-GTP (3000 Ci/mmole) for 60 min at 37°C in 50 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), 50 mM NH₄Cl, 30 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM spermidine, 5 mM DTT and 1 unit/μl RNasin (8). Reactions were terminated by the addition of 15 volumes of 25 mM EDTA followed by ethanol precipitation. Samples were resuspended in H₂O and denatured at 65°C for 15 min in the presence of two volumes of acrylamide gel dye (95% formamide, 10% xylene cyanol and 0.1% bromophenol blue) before loading on denaturing polyacrylamide gels.

**Phage DNA isolation**

DNA was isolated from CsCl purified phage particles by three successive phenol and one chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) extractions followed by dialysis against three changes of 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.5) and 0.1 mM EDTA. DNA concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically.

**Polymerase chain reaction amplification**

Approximately 0.1 μg of phage DNA was amplified in 10 mM Tris–HCl (pH 8.3), 50 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.01% gelatin, 200 μM dTMP, dCTP, dGTP, and dATP and 2.5 units AmpliTaq recombinant Taq DNA polymerase (Cetus corp.). For asymmetric amplifications two primers flanking the region to be amplified were added to 0.3 μM final concentration. For asymmetric amplifications the primer identical to the strand to be made in excess was added to 0.3 μM while the limiting primer was added to 0.003 μM. Reactions were subjected to 20–35 rounds of denaturation at 92°C, annealing at the optimal temperature for each set of primers, and extension at 72°C in a thermal cycler. A final extension step of 72°C for 10 min was completed at the end of the multiple cycles. Typically one-tenth of the reaction was analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis.

**DNA sequencing**

Amplified DNA was separated from unincorporated deoxynucleotides by elution on a Sephadex G-50 spin column.
The size and time of expression of the GTP-labeled bands of SP82, 2C and £e RNA suggested they might be introns similar to that of SPO1. If this were the case we expected the GTP-labeled bands to cross hybridize with the SPO1 intron. Indeed, in the case of SP82 and 2C DNA the same restriction fragments hybridized to an SPO1 RNA probe (comprised of 882 bp intron and 284 bp flanking exon sequence) and also to their own GTP-labeled RNAs (21). £e DNA was resistant to cleavage with restriction endonucleases, but spots of total £e DNA anneal to end-labeled £e RNA in addition to the SPO1 RNA probe. However, SP8 total DNA does not hybridize detectably to the SPO1 in vitro transcribed RNA, £e GTP-labeled RNA or to its own RNA that had been incubated with GTP (data not shown). These results suggest that the GTP-labeled RNAs of 2C, SP82 and £e are indeed self-excised introns that are similar to that of SPO1. However, SP8 does not appear to harbor an intron related to SPO1. In fact, since the SPO1 RNA probe includes 284 bp of exon sequence, SP8 is likely to be highly diverged in this region of the DNA polymerase coding region.

The HMU-phage introns interrupt the DNA polymerase gene

To determine if the end-labeled bands are indeed introns interrupting the DNA polymerase gene, we amplified a portion of this gene from each phage using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Primers 1 and 2 (Fig. 2A) were designed to anneal to the SPO1 DNA polymerase sequence flanking the intron. The size expected for amplification products from intron-less alleles is based on the sequences of related, intron-less DNA polymerases (21) and any amplification products from intron-plus alleles should be larger. Amplifications with primers 1 and 2 yielded products from SP82 and 2C consistent with the presence of an intron (Fig. 2B). However, no products were obtained using £e or SP8 DNAs so neither the presence nor absence of an intron could be confirmed. In order to resolve this issue we designed degenerate primers 22, 23 and 24 (Fig. 2A) based on conserved amino acid (aa) regions between SPO1, E.coli PolI, and other related DNA polymerases (22). Using the upstream primer, 22, we were able to amplify a large fragment from £e in combination with any of the downstream primers (2, 23 and 24). It appears, therefore, that £e has an intron-containing DNA polymerase gene that is more diverged from the others in the region spanned by primer 1. Amplification of SP8 DNA using primer 1 also did not yield any bands. When primer 22 was used in combination with either primer 2 or 23, minor products were obtained that did not correspond to the size expected for either an intron-plus or an intron-minus DNA polymerase gene. In fact, the products decrease in size as the distance between the amplification primers increases (see Fig. 2B), suggesting that they are not annealing to the expected DNA polymerase sequences. Using primers 22 and 24 we were able to amplify a band of the size expected for an intron-minus allele (approximately 700 bp). However, because this band was not prominent or reproducibly present it was not analyzed further.

Sequence of the HMU-phage introns

SP82 and 2C DNA fragments amplified with primers 1 and 2 and £e DNA amplified with primers 22 and 2 were sequenced on both strands. SP82 and 2C were identical throughout the region sequenced and are therefore treated as one in this discussion. Because primer 22 anneals immediately upstream of the 5' s.s. (see Fig. 2A) £e exon I DNA was not amplified for sequencing. Within the 109 bp of SP82 exon I sequence obtained (from the 3' end of primer 1 to the 5' s.s.; see Fig. 2A) there was one nucleotide difference with SPO1. This nucleotide is at the third position of a codon and does not alter the amino acid sequence.

In experiments not shown here we sequenced the messenger RNA of SP82 and SPO1 near the EcoRI site of exon I (Fig. 2A). Two discrepancies with the published DNA sequence of SPO1 were found (nucleotides 1727 and 1729 in Fig. 2 of ref. 19). These nucleotides are included within the sequence of primer 1, which was used to amplify templates for sequencing here as well as in our previous work (nucleotides 6 and 8 in Fig. 3 of ref. 1). Resequencing of DNA from plasmid apuc8, cloned directly from the SPO1 genome (23), confirmed the presence of G and C at these positions, respectively, rather than the published C and G. Correction of these nucleotides creates two changes in the published amino acid sequence: asparagine 555 to lysine and glycine 556 to alanine (19).

123 bp of SP82 and £e exon II sequences (from the 3' s.s. to [but not including] primer 2; see Fig. 2A) are compared to SPO1 in Fig. 3. Twenty-two base pairs are variable between the phage. Most of these differences are in the third positions of codons and do not affect the predicted amino acid sequence. Only three residues are affected by sequence differences, the SPO1 amino acids phenylalanine 615 (numbering refers to ref. 19), aspartic acid 627 and glycine 628. In SP82 these amino acids are histidine, aspartic acid and aspartic acid respectively and in

![Figure 1. In vitro labeling of HMU-phage RNA. RNA was extracted from B.subtilis cells seven minutes after infection with SP8, £e, 2C, SP82 or SPO1 phage. After deproteinization and labeling with [α-32P]-GTP the RNAs were separated on a 5% polyacrylamide/8 M urea gel next to end-labeled DNA size markers, M1, a 123 bp ladder, and M2, φX174 RF DNA cut with HaeIII. Sizes of the φX174/HaeIII fragments are indicated to the right.](image-url)
they are phenylalanine, glutamic acid and aspartic acid respectively.

**Intron secondary structure**

The sequence of the SP82 intron, with SPO1 and Φe differences, is shown folded according to our previous proposal for the SPO1 intron (1), except that a representation of the entire region between P7 and P8 is included (Fig. 4). Variation between the three sequences is rare, occurring within only four regions. These differences support the existence of the proposed secondary structures in two of these regions (P7.2 and P9) and are neutral for a third, P6a. However, they are inconsistent with our previous proposal for the fourth region, between P3 and P4.

The SP82 intron has only nine nucleotide differences with the SPO1 intron—all within P9—and the validity of this stem is supported by the covariation of base-paired nucleotides. The Φe sequence varies from SP82 and SPO1 in all four of the regions indicated above. One nucleotide difference weakens the upper portion of P9, but the seven base pairs remaining are typical of most introns of this type (5). In the P7.2 stem the differences are compensatory and provide additional support for the existence of this structure. Two changes in P6a increase the Φe terminal loop by one nucleotide and destroy one base pair. Although the Φe P6a is therefore less stable than those of SPO1 and SP82, this helix is marginally stable in many other group I introns (4).

On the other hand, differences between Φe and the other phage sequences are not consistent with our previous proposal in the region between P3 and P4 (Fig. 4). In most group I introns this region comprises only 3 to 5 nucleotides (5). Lacking guidance from comparative sequence analysis, our original model of the SPO1 intron in this region was based on maximal predicted stability (ΔG = -18.1 kcal) (24). However, three of the four differences in the Φe sequence in this region do not support this prediction. On the other hand, the optimal Φe folding (ΔG = -19.4 kcal) is consistent with the variations in SPO1 and SP82 (Fig. 4). In fact, using the RNA-folding computer program mfold (24), structures resembling the single Φe interrupted stem loop appear as the next two suboptimal foldings of the SP82/SPO1 sequence. Although large insertions between P3 and P4 are very rare among the group I introns, the few examples can be represented as two (rather than three) locally folded RNA helices, giving further support to the conjecture that the alternative structure shown in Fig. 4 may be closer to the correct representation of this region (5,25,26).

**HMU-phage intron-ORFs**

Each of the phage introns has an ORF that begins in the loop of P8 (L8) and ends within the 3' part of the stem of essential secondary structure P8 (Fig. 4). The SPO1 intron-ORF of 525 nucleotides potentially encodes a 174 amino acid, 19.8 kDa protein. This is smaller than both the SP82 intron-ORF of 558 nucleotides and the Φe intron-ORF of 546 nucleotides, which

---

**Figure 2.** PCR amplification of HMU intron-containing DNA. A. SPO1 intron-containing DNA is schematically represented. Nucleotide positions beginning with the guanosine of the EcoRI site within primer 1 are indicated within parentheses. The 5' s.s. and 3' s.s., indicated by vertical arrows, mark the boundaries of the intron. The intron-ORF begins at position 443 and ends at position 967. The primers used for amplification are represented by horizontal arrows, with the arrowhead indicating the 3' end of the oligonucleotide. B. Phage DNAs were PCR amplified with six different primer combinations, and 1/10th of each reaction was separated on a 1.2% agarose gel. The three downstream primers 22, 23 and 24 were used in combination with primer 1, shown in the left panel, or with primer 22, shown in the right panel. No DNA (ND) or SPO1 (O1), SP82 (82), 2C, Φe or SP8 phage DNAs were amplified using each primer set. λ DNA digested with BstEII was used as a DNA size marker (M).
potentially encode proteins of 21.3 and 20.4 kDa respectively. It is this size difference that causes the SPO1 intron to appear smaller in the GTP-labeling assay (Fig. 1).

Figure 3. Exon II sequence comparison. Nucleotide sequences of $\phi e$, SP82 (82) and SPO1 (O1) extending from the 3' s.s. to the beginning of primer 2. (Sequence of primer 2 was not included for comparison because it was used for the amplification of all sequencing templates). Bold nucleotides indicate variable positions between the phage. The predicted amino acid sequence is shown beneath the SPO1 nucleotide sequence, and is the same for all three phage except where differences are indicated by bold letters. GenBank accession numbers: SPO1, M37686; SP82, U04812; $\phi e$, U04813.

In contrast to the high sequence conservation within the intron core, the intron-ORFs have diverged considerably. The predicted amino acid sequences of the ORFs are aligned in Fig. 5. SPO1 has 43.6 and 43.1% identity with SP82 and $\phi e$ respectively, while the latter two are 69.9% identical. Interestingly, the nucleotide sequences of the three phage are identical from the beginning of L8 through the first base of the 14th codon of the ORFs, with only one exception in the ORF that does not alter the amino acid sequence. Identity decreases dramatically at this point and does not resume until the coding sequence overlaps the 3' portion of the essential P8 helix. The amino acids at the amino terminus may be especially crucial for protein activity, resulting in strict selective pressure to maintain the nucleotide sequence (note the high conservation with phage SSPP1 gene 36.1 in this region). However, the lack of variation—even at third positions—suggests these nucleotides may also be important for RNA structure. For example, the sequence in this region might be constrained by the conformation required for splicing, or for optimal translational efficiency. With regard to the latter proposal, it is interesting to note that the optimal folding of this region predicted by mfold includes an unstructured ribosome binding region flanked by stem-loops (not shown).

The intron-ORFs were subjects of searches against a non-redundant compilation of protein sequence databases using default parameters on the BLAST network service at NCBI (27). One protein sequence, ORF 36.1 from the unrelated B.subtilis phage SPP1 (28) gave statistically significant alignments with all the

Figure 4. Intron secondary structure. Phylogenetically conserved structures P1 through P9 are shown for the SP82 intron, following our previously published model for SPO1 (1). Exon sequences are shown in lower case letters and intron sequences in upper case, with the 5' and 3' splice sites indicated by open arrows. Numbering of nucleotides indicates their distance from the first guanosine of the EcoSI site within exon 1 (see Fig. 2A). The ORF begins within L8 (AUG at position 443) and ends within P8 (underlined UGA). The SPO1 P9 stem loop (shown in the lower right corner) has nine nucleotide differences with SP82 that are indicated by asterisks. Variable nucleotides between SP82 and $\phi e$ are circled, with the $\phi e$ sequence indicated by small arrows. The two outlined stem loop structures between P3 and P4 can be drawn as a single interrupted stem loop shown boxed in the upper right corner.
HMU intron ORFs (Fig. 5). The function of the SPP1 ORF is not known but it seems likely to us that it is functionally equivalent to the HMU intron ORFs. Two of the HMU intron ORFs are site-specific DNA endonucleases (21, Goodrich-Blair and Shub, in prep.). In this context it may be noteworthy that, like the SP82 intron ORF, SPP1 gene 36.1 could not be cloned in *E. coli* without frame shift or other inactivating mutations (J.C. Alonso, personal commun.). Among all four introns of at least four of them suggests that the intron is commonly possessed by members of the same genus. As DNA polymerase is an essential gene for the other phage, we conclude that SP8 has a DNA polymerase gene. Two of these (boxed in Fig. 5) corresponds to the recently described HI-NL-H motif, which is found in group I intron endonucleases, a bacterial restriction endonuclease, and the Zn-finger-like domains of several group II intron ORFs (29).

**DISCUSSION**

We have shown that the DNA polymerase genes of the *B. subtilis* HMU-phage SP82, ϕe and 2C are interrupted by an intron similar to the one previously reported in SPO1 (1). We were unable, however, to find conclusive evidence for or against the presence of an intron in another isolate, SP8. All attempts to amplify the region of the SP8 DNA polymerase gene that contains the intron insertion site have been unsuccessful. Electron microscopy of our preparation of SP8 has confirmed that its morphology resembles that of other HMU-phage, which argues against the possibility that we accidentally cultured an unrelated *B. subtilis* phage. As DNA polymerase is an essential gene for the other HMU-phage, we conclude that SP8 has a DNA polymerase gene that is highly divergent, at least within the region studied here. We cannot, however, exclude the possibility that this gene harbors an intron that is incapable of self-splicing *in vitro*.

Although a data set of only five phage is not statistically representative, the presence of introns in the DNA polymerase genes of at least four of them suggests that the intron is commonly found in this phage family. Analysis of additional isolates of HMU-phage will be required to determine if this is actually the case, and to allow comparison to the variable and rare distribution of introns among the T-even phage (2).

The four introns we have identified are extremely similar—even within regions that are not typically conserved between group I introns. In fact, SP82 and 2C are identical, and the others, excluding the ORFs, are identical except for a small number of differences in P6a, P7.2, and P9 and in the region between P3 and P4. All of the differences in P7.2 and all but two in P9 are compensatory, confirming there are functional constraints maintaining the existence of these structures. Although the variation among these introns has caused us to revise our proposal for the secondary structure between P3 and P4 (Fig. 4), our representation must still be considered tentative. Mutagenic analysis should provide insight into possible roles for this region in splicing, and may also allow us to study interaction with other parts of the intron RNA. Finally, although the lack of variation in the 33 nucleotides between 177 and 177.2 gives no insight into the correct structure for 177.1, the high degree of similarity of other phage introns in this region supports the structure shown (5,30).

In contrast to the introns, the intron-ORFs have diverged considerably from one another, suggesting rapid evolution without strict selective pressure. The SPO1 intron-ORF is the furthest diverged: its predicted amino acid sequence has only 43% identity with ϕe or SP82. Both the SPO1 and SP82 ORFs encode endonucleases (21, Goodrich-Blair and Shub, in prep.) and although the ϕe intron-ORF protein product has not been tested, its similarity to SP82 strongly suggests it is also an endonuclease. As the SPO1 and SP82 endonucleases have different DNA targets, the high similarity of amino acid sequence in their amino termini may indicate that introns have been involved in the active site, while the high variability in the carboxyl termini may indicate involvement in DNA site selection.

The high similarity of SPP1 ORF 36.1 to the HMU phage intron-ORFs, especially in the highly conserved amino terminal half, suggests that it is also an endonuclease. The HI-NL-H motif proteins (29) are the latest example of distantly related endonucleases, sharing a common amino acid motif, that are found in introns and also as free-standing genes. As the SPO1 and SP82 endonucleases have different DNA targets, the high similarity of amino acid sequence in their amino termini may indicate structures involved in the active site, while the high variability in the carboxyl termini may indicate involvement in DNA site selection.

In a DNA cross hybridization study, phage 2C could not be distinguished from SPO1 and SP82, while SP8 and ϕe had 92% and 83% homology to 2C respectively (34). Another study (including only SPO1, SP82 and ϕe) concluded that SPO1 and SP82 are approximately 80% homologous with one another, while ϕe is at most 50% similar to either of them (35). Although the sequences presented here of the core intron and part of exon II are consistent with these previous findings—SPO1, SP82 and 2C have fewer differences with one another than any do with ϕe—the overall similarity of the phage in this region is higher than indicated by the hybridization studies. In addition, the sequences of the intron-ORFs are not consistent with the hybridization data, as ϕe and SP82 are much more similar to one another than they are to SPO1. These observations suggest that the HMU introns, and especially their ORFs, may be the result of a fairly recent transfer between closely related phage. Consistent with this are the facts that the intron-ORFs of SPO1

---

**Figure 5. Alignment of HMU intron-ORFs.** The predicted amino acid sequences of the HMU intron ORFs and SPP1 ORF 36.1 (GenBank accession number X67865) were aligned using the PileUp program of Genetics Computer Group Inc. (GCC). Amino acid identities among all four sequences are marked by asterisks (*), while agreement of three sequences is indicated by a plus (+). Gaps introduced by the program to optimize the alignment are indicated by dots. The region corresponding to the HI-NL-H protein sequence motif (29) is boxed.
and SP82 encode endonucleases (21, Goodrich-Blair and Shub, in preparation) and that other intron-encoded endonucleases mediate intron mobility, with attendant co-conversion of flanking exon sequences (3).
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